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Summary 

 

The modern climate modeling fraud started with four papers, two by Manabe and Wetherald 

(M&W) in 1967 (MW67) and 1975 (MW75) and two by Hansen et al in 1976 (H76) and 1981 

(H81). MW67 described a one dimensional radiative convective (1-D RC) model that provided the 

basic foundation for the climate modeling fraud. This model used the climate equilibrium 

assumption to oversimplify the climate energy transfer processes that determine the surface 

temperature. It was assumed that the time dependent flux terms could be replaced by average 

values. A 9 or 18 level radiative transfer model was used to calculate the rates of heating and 

cooling in the atmosphere. These were then used to derive the changes in temperature at each 

atmospheric level and recalculated at each step in an iterative process until the temperatures 

stabilized. The requirement for an exact energy balance at the top of the atmosphere between the 

absorbed solar flux and the long wave IR (LWIR) flux was then used to determine the steady state 

temperatures. When the CO2 concentration was increased in this model, an increase in surface 

temperature was produced as a mathematical artifact of the calculation. In the real atmosphere, the 

change in the rates of tropospheric cooling produced by the change in CO2 concentration are too 

small to detect in the normal day to day variation of the tropospheric temperatures. This was 

ignored by M&W. They allowed themselves to be trapped in the equilibrium climate ‘box’ and 

never validated their model. Furthermore, the initial temperature artifact was also amplified by a 

‘water vapor feedback’ because of the fixed relative humidity distribution used in the model. 

M&W went on to incorporate their 1967 model artifacts into each unit cell of a ‘highly simplified’ 

global circulation model that was described in MW75. In H76 Hansen’s group extended the 

mathematical artifacts created by CO2 in MW67 to another 10 minor species N2O, CH4, NH3, 

HNO3, C2H4, SO2, CH3Cl, CCl4, CF2Cl2 and CFCl3. Then in H81 they added a 2 layer slab ocean 

and the step doubling CO2 ritual and went on to use a contrived set of radiative forcings to simulate 

the global temperature record. This provided the pseudoscientific foundation for the radiative 

forcings, feedbacks and climate sensitivity still used by the climate modelers today.  

 

The main focus of this article is a detailed review of the MW67 paper. However, the equilibrium 

assumption was introduced in the nineteenth century and important information is provided in 

earlier papers by Manabe’s group. Also, in order to understand the errors in MW67, further 

explanation of the climate energy transfer processes and radiative transfer calculations is needed. 

Additional background information in these areas is provided as necessary. 

 

Introduction 

 

MW67 [Manabe and Wetherald, 1967] is a continuation of previous studies including Manabe and 

Strickler [1964] and Manabe and Möller [1961] where the primary objective was the 

“incorporation of radiative transfer into the general circulation model of the atmosphere”. A 

radiative transfer calculation is used to provide a single static ‘snapshot’ of the atmospheric IR 

radiation field for the temperature and species concentration profiles specified. In MW67, the IR 

species were carbon dioxide, water vapor and ozone and the model had 9 or 18 atmospheric layers. 
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The heating effects of the solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere by these species were also 

included. In addition, M&W imposed a fixed relative humidity distribution. Given the limited 

spectral data and the very limited computational resources available in 1967, the radiative transfer 

results for each calculation are quite good. Unfortunately, M&W chose to use the equilibrium 

climate assumption. They assumed that the time dependence of the flux terms could be replaced 

by average values and that there was an exact flux balance between the absorbed solar flux and the 

LWIR flux emitted at the top of their model atmosphere (TOMA). The ground surface in their 

model was a partially reflective blackbody with zero heat capacity. This was just a lower 

mathematical boundary to the radiative transfer calculation. The magnitude of lapse rate 

(tropospheric temperature profile) was constrained so as not exceed 6.5 K km-1. The rates of solar 

heating and LWIR cooling determined by the radiative transfer algorithm were used in a series of 

iterative time steps to drive the model to a steady state condition where the absorbed solar flux 

was equal to the LWIR flux at TOMA. It required a year (number of time steps multiplied by the 

step interval) to reach steady state although the computational time was much less. M&W never 

addressed how such small changes in temperature could be detected in the normal daily and 

seasonal variations in temperature. Similarly, the temperature fluctuations in the turbulent 

boundary layer near the surface were not considered. The role of the oceans in setting the surface 

temperature was also neglected. 

 

The set of assumptions used by M&W were clearly stated on the second page of their paper: 

 

1) At the top of the atmosphere, the net incoming solar radiation should be equal to the net outgoing 

long wave radiation.  

2) No temperature discontinuity should exist 

3) Free and forced convection and mixing by the large scale eddies prevent the lapse rate from 

exceeding a critical lapse rate equal to 6.5 C km-1.  

4) Whenever the lapse rate is subcritical, the condition of local radiative equilibrium is satisfied. 

5) The heat capacity of the earth’s surface is zero. 

6) The atmosphere maintains the given vertical distribution of relative humidity (new requirement). 

 

Physical reality was abandoned in favor of mathematical simplicity. The MW67 model is 

illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: The 9 or 18 layer M&W model. It took a year of model time (number of steps multiplied by the step 

interval) to reach a steady state. 

 

When the solar constant was changed, the MW67 model gave reasonable values for the surface 

temperature and the atmospheric temperature profile. This is shown in Figure 2a (MW67 figure 

8). M&W used Langley (Ly) per minute for the flux units. (1 Ly is 1 calorie per cm2 and 1 Ly per 

minute is close to 700 W m-2). However, these results are just a single set of ‘global average’ 

numbers for each value of the solar constant. They have little physical meaning. When the CO2 

concentration was increased in the MW67 model, there was an initial decrease in the LWIR flux 

at TOMA. This was later called a radiative forcing [Ramaswamy et al, 2019]. The model was then 

run until a new equilibrium state was reached and the LWIR flux at TOMA was restored to its 

original value. As the temperature of the surface and air layers increased, the absolute water vapor 

concentration also increased because of the fixed relative humidity distribution used in the model. 

This produced an additional increase in the downward LWIR flux to the surface that amplified the 

initial temperature increase. There was also a decrease in temperature in the stratosphere. The 

effect of changing the CO2 concentration in the MW67 model is illustrated in Figure 2b (MW67 

figure16). The increase in surface temperature produced by the increase in CO2 concentration was 

the expected result and M&W did not investigate any further. They made no attempt to validate 

their model using thermal engineering calculations of the surface temperature. They simply 

accepted the prevailing scientific dogma related to the equilibrium climate assumption. They never 

questioned their basic assumption that a simple 1-D RC steady state model could be used to 

describe the earth’s climate. Their primary interest was developing a global circulation model 

(GCM) for climate studies. They were mathematicians not climate scientists. 
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Figure 2: a) Surface temperature and atmospheric temperature profiles for selected values of the solar 

constant, MW67, figure 8. The values of the solar constant in W m-2 and the surface temperatures are 

indicated in blue. b) The equilibrium temperature profiles calculated by the MW67 model for 150, 300 and 

600 ppm CO2 concentrations from MW67, figure 16. 

 

M&W went on to incorporate their 1967 model artifacts into each unit cell of a ‘highly simplified’ 

global circulation model that was described in MW75 [Manabe and Wetherald, 1975]. In 1976, 

Hansen’s group extended the mathematical artifacts created by CO2 in MW67 to another 10 minor 

species (H76), [Wang et al, 1976]. Then in 1981 they added a 2 layer slab ocean and the step 

doubling CO2 ritual and went on to use a contrived set of radiative forcings to simulate the global 

temperature record (H81), [Hansen et al, 1981]. The MW 67 model was simply copied without 

any attempt at model validation. The underlying assumptions were never questioned. This 

provided the pseudoscientific foundation for the radiative forcings, feedbacks and climate 

sensitivity still used by the climate modelers today [IPCC, AR6, WG1 Chapter 7, 2021].  

 

There are six fundamental errors in MW67. First, there is no equilibrium average atmosphere. 

Second, the effects of molecular line broadening were ignored. Third, the change in the rate of 

cooling produced by a doubling of the CO2 concentration from 300 to 600 pm is too small to have 

any measurable effect on the tropospheric temperature. Fourth, the increase in downward LWIR 

flux to the surface produced by a doubling of the CO2 concentration cannot couple below the ocean 

surface and warm the oceans. Fifth, the day to day variation in the land surface temperature is 

sufficiently large that any increase surface temperature produced by a ‘CO2 doubling’ cannot 

produce a measurable change in surface temperature. Sixth, the assumption of a fixed relative 

humidity distribution, especially near the surface is invalid. These errors will now be considered 

in more detail. However, the equilibrium assumption used by M&W was introduced in the 

nineteenth century, so a brief overview of the historical background will be provided first.  
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Historical Background 

 

Fourier discussed the temperature of the earth in two similar memoires (reviews) in 1824 and 1827. 

An important and long neglected part of his discussion was the description of the seasonal time 

delays or phase shifts between the subsurface solar heating and the temperature response. Fourier 

was able to provide a quantitative analysis of these phase shifts using his theory of heat [Fourier, 

1822]. This is clear evidence of a non-equilibrium thermal response to the solar flux. Similar phase 

shifts are found in the diurnal and seasonal temperature changes in both the land and ocean 

temperatures. This is discussed in more detail by Clark and Rörsch [2023] (CR23).  

 

The equilibrium climate assumption was first introduced by Pouillet [1836]. It was assumed that 

the surface temperature could be explained using a steady state balance between the absorbed solar 

flux and the IR radiation. As a hypothesis, this had already been disproved by Fourier. Speculation 

that changes in the atmospheric concentration of CO2 could cycle the earth through an Ice Age 

started with Tyndall [1861, 1863]. The first equilibrium air column model was introduced by 

Arrhenius [1896]. This had a fixed average solar flux, a partially reflective blackbody surface with 

zero heat capacity and a uniform air volume at a single temperature. Other energy transfer 

processes such as advection were assumed to be constant. When the CO2 concentration was 

increased, there was an initial decrease in the LWIR flux emitted at the top of the model 

atmosphere (TOMA). The equilibrium constraint then requires that the surface temperature 

increase until the flux balance is restored at TOMA. This temperature increase is a mathematical 

artifact of the simplifications used in the model. Physical reality has been abandoned in favor of 

mathematical simplicity. Gradually, the idea that an increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration 

could cause an increase in climate temperature became accepted as scientific dogma and the Ice 

Age cycle was replaced by concern over fossil fuel combustion.  

 

One of the earliest uses of computers was for weather forecasting, pioneered by a group led by 

John von Neumann [Harper, 2004]. However, the global circulation models (GCMs) used in this 

application require the solution of large numbers of coupled nonlinear equations. Lorenz [1963, 

1973] found that such solutions were unstable, even for a simple convection model with 3 

equations. A practical limit for weather forecasting was 12 days ahead. This work should have 

made it clear that such GCMs have no predictive capabilities over the time scales associated with 

climate change. 

 

The development of a computer climate model required two main steps. First, radiative transfer 

algorithms had to be improved so that the IR radiation field in the atmosphere, including the 

cooling rates could be calculated. Second, these algorithms had to be incorporated into each unit 

cell of a GCM modified for calculations over a climate time scale. A one dimensional (1-D) 

radiative equilibrium model was described by Manabe and Möller [1961] (MM61) and a 1-D RC 

model was described by Manabe and Strickler [1964] (MS64). However, the first generally 

accepted 1-D RC model was that of Manabe and Wetherald (MW67) [1967].  
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There is no Equilibrium or Steady State Climate  

 

The use of the equilibrium assumption in climate science has led to a lot of confusion and can 

create warming as a mathematical artifact in the equilibrium climate models. A 24 hour average 

solar flux is a mathematical construct with little physical meaning. Temperatures at the lunar 

equator are close to equilibrium values. These are compared to those found along the equator in 

the Pacific Ocean to illustrate the differences in the energy transfer processes between the earth 

and the moon. The earth is a rotating water planet with an atmosphere that has an IR radiation 

field. The upward and downward LWIR fluxes at the surface combine to produce an exchange 

energy that limits the net LWIR cooling flux. The surface must warm so that the excess absorbed 

solar heat is removed by moist convection (evapotranspiration). The seasonal variation in the net 

flux at TOA also shows that the earth is not in equilibrium.  

 

Temperatures at the Equator for the Moon and the Pacific Ocean 

 

Thermal equilibrium means that there is an exact flux balance between the absorbed solar flux and 

LWIR flux emitted to space. The lunar surface under solar illumination is close to thermal 

equilibrium. The maximum temperature at the lunar equator at solar noon reaches 390 K (117 °C). 

There is almost no time delay or phase shift between the solar flux and the surface temperature 

response. At night the temperature cools to 93 K (-180 °C) and the change in temperature during 

a lunar day is near 297 K. The changes in temperature at the lunar equator are shown in Figure 3a 

and the related flux terms are shown in Figure 3b [CR23, Vasavada et al, 2012, Williams et al, 

2017]. On the moon there is almost no atmosphere and the surface is powdered moon rock 

(regolith) with a very low thermal conductivity. Temperature control is provided by the Stefan 

Boltzmann Law. The LWIR cooling flux increases with the fourth power of the absolute 

temperature. During the day, the LWIR flux reaches a maximum near 1180 W m-2. At night this 

decreases to approximately 4 W m-2 (CR23). 

 

 
Figure 3: a) Measured and calculated lunar temperatures at the equator. For solar illumination from 0 to 6 

hours, the temperature was calculated using the estimated blackbody emission produced by the absorbed 

solar flux. For the night time cooling, the blackbody emission was coupled to a surface thermal reservoir. b) 

The absorbed solar flux and the LWIR emission from the lunar surface (CR23).  

 

Figure 4a shows the long term, 20 year (2000 to 2019) average of the daily temperatures and the 

one sigma standard deviations recorded by the TRITON buoy network along the equator in the 
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Pacific Ocean [CR23, TRITON, 2022]. The map shows the buoy locations in red. Figure 4b shows 

the related flux terms. The average temperature increases from 24±2.4 °C at 95° W to 30±0.4 °C 

at 147° E. The average solar flux decreases from 247 to 207 W m-2 and the net absorbed flux 

decreases from 160 to 45 W m-2. Clearly, the energy transfer processes are very different from 

those on the moon. The earth is a rotating water planet with an atmosphere that has an IR radiation 

field. Over the oceans, the surface is almost transparent to the solar flux. Approximately 90% of 

this flux is initially absorbed within the first 10 m ocean layer. The large heat capacity of the ocean 

layers reduces the temperature rise. This stabilizes the earth’s climate. At the surface, the 

downward LWIR flux from the lower troposphere to the surface establishes an exchange energy 

with the upward LWIR flux from the surface. The net upward cooling LWIR flux (upward minus 

downward LWIR flux) is limited to the emission into the atmospheric LWIR transmission window. 

The bulk ocean temperature increases until the water vapor pressure at the surface is sufficient for 

the excess solar heat to be removed by wind driven evaporation (latent heat flux). The heat is 

transported up through the troposphere by moist convection. This is a mass transport process. As 

the moist air rises through the troposphere it must interact with both the gravitational field and the 

angular momentum or rotation of the earth. This leads to the formation of the Hadley cell 

convective structure, the trade winds, the mid latitude cyclones/anticyclones and the ocean gyre 

circulation. The LWIR flux cannot be separated and analyzed independently of the other flux 

terms. It is an integral part of the energy transfer processes that determine the earth’s weather 

patterns.  
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Figure 4: a) 20 year (2000 to 2019) average surface temperature and b) average flux terms for the TRITON 

buoys moored along the equator. The one sigma error margins are also plotted in a) for the surface 

temperatures.  

 

The temperature increase from east to west is related to ocean transport by the Southern Equatorial 

Pacific Current. In the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean, the wind driven evaporation is insufficient 

to remove all of the absorbed solar flux. The ocean water warms up as it is transported westwards 

by the equatorial current. This leads to the formation of the Pacific equatorial warm pool in the 

western equatorial Pacific Ocean. The solar flux decreases because of increased cloud cover and 

the latent heat flux increases as the surface temperature and the water vapor pressure increase. 

There is still a residual 50 W m-2 of net heat flux that is coupled into the warm pool. This is 

produced by shorter wavelength (green/blue) solar radiation that penetrates to lower depths and is 

not removed by the surface cooling.  

 

The El Niño Southern Oscillation and the Temperature of the Pacific Warm Pool 

 

There is no requirement for an exact flux balance between the absorbed solar flux and the ocean 

surface cooling. This also means that there is no exact flux balance at TOA. Any difference is 

accounted for by a change in the heat content of the oceans. This produces characteristic, quasi-

periodic oscillations in ocean surface temperature that have major effects on the earth’s climate. 

These oscillations are part of the ocean gyre circulation system. Variations in wind speed in the 

central equatorial Pacific Ocean interact with the equatorial currents to produce the El Niño 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO). As the wind speed decreases, both the ocean gyre current velocity 

and the latent heat flux decrease. This produces additional warming through an increase in transit 

time along the equatorial current and a decrease in the rate of evaporation. Conversely, an increase 

in wind speed produces cooling through both a decrease in transit time and an increase in the rate 

of evaporation. The wind speed is related to the Southern Oscillation Index, SOI which is a 

measure of the surface air pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin, Australia. Figure 5 

shows a plot of the monthly ENSO 3.4 index or temperature anomaly in the central equatorial 

Pacific Ocean. Overlaid on this is the SOI index, scaled to match the ENSO index [ENSO, 2022, 

SOI, 2022]. The scale factor is 0.086. The sign has also been reversed to match the ENSO index. 

The influence of the wind speed on the ENSO index is clear from the overlap of the two plots. The 
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temperature changes related to the ENSO are not limited to the surface temperature. They extend 

to depths of 75 to 100 m below the surface. This is discussed in more detail in CR23. These 

temperature changes have no relationship to any observed increase in the atmospheric 

concentration of CO2.  

 

 
Figure 5: Monthly ENSO data series from 1870 plotted with the scaled SOI index from 1876. The SOI is 

multiplied by 0.086 and the sign is reversed to match the ENSO response. 

 

In addition, the upper limit to tropical ocean surface temperatures is near 30 °C. When the surface 

temperature starts to increase above this, strong local thunderstorms are formed that limit the 

temperature rise [Eschenbach, 2010]. The changes in temperature related to the ENSO are 

produced by changes in the location and the area of the warm pool. There are also major changes 

in evaporation and precipitation patterns. The maximum ocean surface temperature does not 

increase. In addition, as the ENSO index increases, the temperatures in the lower troposphere also 

increase, with a time delay of a few months. The ENSO related changes in area of the equatorial 

Pacific Ocean warm pool are shown in Figures 6a and 6c [NRL, 2021]. The monthly ENSO index 

from 2019 and the UAH global lower tropospheric (tlt) temperature anomalies are shown in Figure 

6b [UAH. 2022].  
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Figure 6: Surface temperatures in the equatorial Pacific Ocean for November 1, 2015 and December 1, 2017 

corresponding to a) high and c) low values of the ENSO index. The map inset indicates the Nino 3.4 region 

used to determine the ENSO index. The monthly ENSO index and the UAH global lower tropospheric 

temperature anomaly (tlt) from satellite microwave measurements are shown in b). 

 

The Net Flux Balance at the Top of the Atmosphere 

 

Figure 7 shows the zonal average of the net flux at different latitudes (absorbed solar flux minus 

LWIR flux at the top of the atmosphere) for March, June, September and December [Kandel and 

Voilier, 2010]. Near equinox, in March and September, the net flux is positive with a net energy 

flow of up to 100 W m-2 into the atmosphere within the ±30° latitude bands. There is net cooling 

at higher latitudes. In June, near summer solstice in the N. Hemisphere, the heating occurs in the 

N. Hemisphere and this reverses in December for the S. Hemisphere summer. Figure 8 shows maps 

of the monthly average of the net flux for March, June, September and December 2000 recorded 

using the CERES instrument on the NASA Terra satellite. This illustrates the seasonal shift in 

solar heating (orange/red band) [CERES, 2004]. 
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Figure 7: Zonal averages of the net flux (absorbed solar minus emitted LWIR flux), for March, June, 

September and December, five year average CERES values.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Spatially resolved CERES Terra monthly average net radiation balance at TOA for March, June, 

September and December 2000. 

 

The concept of an energy balance for the earth is a contrived average obtained by integrating 

satellite radiometry data over both hemispheres. The requirement for climate stability is that the 
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thermal and/or humidity gradient at the surface dissipate the absorbed solar flux so as to maintain 

the surface temperature within the relatively narrow bounds needed to sustain life. This follows 

from the Second Law of Thermodynamics, not the First. As the surface temperatures change, the 

thermal gradients adjust. There is an approximate planetary energy balance between the absorbed 

solar flux and the LWIR flux returned to space at TOA. A change in surface temperature can 

change the LWIR flux emitted to space, but a change in LWIR flux produced by an increase in 

atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration does not change the surface temperature. The tail does 

not wag the dog.   

 

The MW67 Radiative Transfer Calculations 

 

MW67 used a 9 or 18 layer radiative transfer model. The levels used are shown in Figure 9. Simple 

absorption models based on measured wideband absorption data were used in the calculations as 

described in MW67 and MS64. At the time, high resolution molecular data were sparse and 

computer capabilities were very limited. However, the results for the calculation of the outgoing 

longwave radiation (OLR) are similar to measured data from Koll and Cronin [2018]. Figure 10a 

shows the calculation of the OLR from MW67 figure 10 and Figure 10b shows measured clear sky 

satellite data. The OLR in both cases shows a linear response to the surface temperature and 

magnitudes of the OLR are similar as indicated by the red asterisks. However, the emission by the 

water bands is determined in part by the local tropospheric temperature and the altitude of the 

emission increases with increasing surface temperature. Heat is stored as gravitational potential 

energy. LWIR emission from the surface to space is limited to the transmission through the 

atmospheric LWIR transmission window. Figure 11a shows the calculation of the net LWIR 

cooling flux from the surface vs. surface temperature from MW67 figure 14 and Figure 11b shows 

the same calculations from MODTRAN calculations using the tropical, mid latitude summer 

(MLS) and mid latitude winter (MLW) options [MODTRAN, 2023]. Here, the MW67 results are 

similar in magnitude to MODTRAN, but show the opposite trend and decrease with increasing 

temperature.  

 

 
Figure 9: The levels used in the 9 or 18 level MW67 radiative transfer model  
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Figure 10: a) OLR vs. surface temperature from MW67, b) satellite data from Koll and Cronin [2018] and c) 

emission levels (schematic).  
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Figure 11: a) Net upward LWIR cooling flux emitted by the surface vs. surface temperature from MW67 

figure 14 and b) the corresponding values from MODTRAN calculations for three different atmospheric 

profiles. 

 

Molecular Line Broadening 

 

The atmospheric LWIR flux consists of IR emission and absorption from many overlapping lines. 

Each line is a specific transition between two molecular rotation-vibration states. The line positions 

and linestrengths for H2O, CO2, O3, N2O and CH4 are shown in Figure 12 [Wijngaarden, and 

Happer, 2022]. The main atmospheric CO2 bands of interest are circled in red. The lines are 

broadened by molecular collisions. Near the surface within the main absorption emission bands, 

the lines overlap and merge into a quasi-continuum. At higher altitudes, these lines become 

narrower as the temperature and pressure decrease. Some of the upward LWIR flux can pass 

through the gaps between these narrower lines above and continue to space without additional 

absorption/emission. The downward flux is absorbed by the broader lines below. This is illustrated 

schematically in Figure 13a for a single line and in Figure 13b for a group of lines in the 590 to 

600 cm-1 region. Almost all of the downward LWIR flux that reaches the surface originates from 

within the first 2 km layer of the troposphere. Approximately half of this downward flux originates 

from the first 100 m layer. This is shown in Figure 13c [Clark, 2013]. The downward LWIR flux 

to the surface is therefore decoupled from the LWIR emission to space. When the CO2 

concentration is increased, the small amount of additional heat that is released into the troposphere 

cannot couple to the surface. Instead it is re-radiated to space by wideband LWIR emission.  
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Figure 12: HITRAN linestrengths at 296 K for H2O, CO2, O3, N2O and O3 plotted vs. wavenumber from 0 to 

2500 cm-1. The smooth black line is the blackbody emission at 296 K. The number of lines plotted are 

indicated for each species. Because of the large number of lines, only 10% of the O3 lines, selected randomly, 

are plotted. The main atmospheric absorption bands of interest for CO2 are circled in red. 
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Figure 13: a) Transition from absorption-emission to free photon flux as the linewidth decreases with 

altitude. Single H2O line near 231 cm-1. b) Linewidths for H2O and CO2 lines in the 590 to 600 cm-1 spectral 

region for altitudes of 0, 5 and 10 km. c) Cumulative fraction of the downward flux at the surface vs. altitude 

for surface temperatures of 272 and 300 K, each with 20 and 70% relative humidity (RH). Almost all of the 

downward flux reaching the surface originates from within the first 2 km layer. This is the location of the 

lower tropospheric reservoir. 

 

LWIR Cooling Rates 

 

M&W made the invalid assumption that the surface temperature could be determined using a 

steady state flux model based on a mathematical average of the incident solar flux and a similar 

average of the OLR at TOA. In the real world, there is no steady state. The solar insolation changes 

on both daily and seasonal time scales. The peak solar flux with the sun close to zenith (overhead) 

is near 1000 W m-2. At night and during polar winter it is zero. The surface temperature is 

determined by the interactive flux terms at the surface-air interface coupled to the surface thermal 

reservoir. This is discussed in detail in CR23. There are also significant time delays or phase shifts 

between the peak solar flux and the surface temperature response as heat is transferred into the 

surface thermal reservoirs. In order to understand the thermal properties of the atmosphere, the 

radiative transfer calculations have to be extended to include the cooling rates and the change in 

the cooling rates as the CO2 concentration or that of other greenhouse gases is changed. In addition, 

an air parcel in the lower troposphere is part of the turbulent convective boundary layer. As the air 

parcel changes altitude, the temperature changes because of expansion and contraction with the 

changes in pressure. These temperature changes are larger than those produced by any change in 

the LWIR cooling rate related to an increase in greenhouse gas concentration.   

 

The determination of LWIR cooling rates is well understood. The net LWIR flux at each level in 

the radiative transfer calculation is divided by the local heat capacity. The cooling rates for CO2 

were discussed by Plass [1956] and the cooling rates for CO2, H2O and O3 were discussed by 

Manabe and Strickler [1964]. This is illustrated in Figure 14. After the publication of MW67, 

cooling rates were discussed by Stone and Manabe [1968] (SM68) and by Ackerman [1979], as 

shown in Figures 15a and 15b. Ackerman also discussed the change in the rate of cooling for an 

increase in CO2 concentration from 300 to 600 ppm as shown in Figures 15c and 15d. The cooling 
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rates for H2O, CO2, O3, CH4 and N2O were discussed by Lacis and Oinas [1991]. This is shown in 

Figure 16. More recent calculations have been published by Feldman et al [2008] and by Iacono 

et al [2008]. Figure 17a shows the LWIR emission spectrum at TOA for 0, 400 and 800 ppm CO2 

concentrations from Wijngaarden, and Happer [2022]. Figure 17b shows the CO2 emission band 

on an enlarged scale. Figure 17c shows the change in the LWIR flux as the CO2 concentration is 

changed from 400 to 800 ppm. Figure 17d shows the total (10 to 3250 cm-1) and band-averaged 

IR cooling rate profiles for the tropical model atmosphere on a log-pressure scale [Feldman et al, 

2008]. The tropospheric cooling rate varies between 2 and 2.5 K per day (light blue line). Figure 

17e shows the change in the total tropospheric LWIR cooling rate for a CO2 doubling, in this case 

from approximately 300 to 600 ppm. There is a maximum change in the cooling rate of +0.08 K 

per day. At a lapse rate of -6.5 K km-1, an increase in temperature of +0.08 K is produced by a 

decrease in altitude of 12 meters. This is equivalent to riding an elevator down four floors. At 

higher altitudes in the stratosphere, near 50 km, this increase in CO2 concentration produces an 

increase in the cooling rate approximately 3 K per day as shown in Figure 17f. However, the air 

density here is low, 1 mb or 0.001 atm., so the change LWIR flux is small, near -40 μW m-2. In 

addition, these changes in flux do not couple downwards into the lower troposphere because of 

line broadening effects at lower altitudes. In spite of an extensive discussion of the LWIR cooling 

rates, a fundamental error in the 1-D RC model was ignored. When the atmospheric concentration 

of a greenhouse gas such as CO2 is increased, the change in the rate of cooling in the troposphere 

is too small to measure. Any additional heat released into the lower troposphere is coupled to the 

normal motion of the turbulent boundary layer and dissipated by wideband LWIR emission. This 

is illustrated in Figure 18b below. While the LWIR cooling rates were discussed in MS64 and 

SM68, there was no consideration of the changes in the rates of cooling produced by a doubling 

of the CO2 concentration.  

 

 
Figure 14: a) Cooling rates for CO2 at atmospheric concentrations of 660, 330 and 165 ppm [Plass, 1956] and 

b) LWIR cooling rates and solar heating rates for CO2, H2O and O3 [Manabe and Strickland, 1964].  
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Figure 15: a) LWIR cooling rates from Stone and Manabe [1968], b) LWIR cooling rates from Ackerman 

[1979], c) difference in LWIR cooling rates as the CO2 concentration is increased from 300 to 600 ppm also 

from Ackerman [1979], d) lower altitude part of c) on an enlarged scale.  
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Figure 16: LWIR cooling rates from Lacis and Oinas [1991] a) water vapor, b) CO2, c) ozone and d) CH4 and 

N2O combined.  
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Figure 17: a) The spectrally resolved LWIR emission to space for 0, 400 and 800 ppm CO2 concentrations, b) 

the CO2 emission band on an enlarged scale, c) the difference between the 800 and 400 ppm CO2 emission, e) 

the total and band resolved cooling rates vs. altitude for a), e) the changes in the rate of cooling in the 

troposphere for a CO2 doubling from 287 to 574 ppm and f) the corresponding changes in the rate of cooling 

for the stratosphere.  

 

The Dissipation of the Excess Heat in the Troposphere Produced by a CO2 Doubling  

 

M&W chose to ignore the diurnal and seasonal cycles in the solar flux and the surface temperature 

and assumed that the small amount of heat released into the troposphere by an increase in the 

atmospheric concentration of CO2 could produce a measurable change in surface and tropospheric 

temperature. Because of molecular line broadening effects, almost all of the downward LWIR flux 

from the troposphere to the surface is emitted from within the first 2 km layer above the surface 

and approximately half of this is emitted from within the first 100 m layer (see Figure 13 above). 

During the day under solar illumination, this layer can be highly turbulent. Figure 18 illustrates 

the energy transfer processes for an air parcel in the troposphere (within the plane parallel 

atmosphere approximation). The air parcel is emitting LWIR radiation upwards and downwards 

at the local temperature. It is also absorbing part of the upward LWIR flux from below and the 

downward LWIR flux from above. During the day it is also heated directly by the absorption of 
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the near IR solar flux, mainly by the water vapor overtone bands. The air parcel is also in a 

turbulent convective flow field. Vertical motion changes the temperature of the air parcel at the 

local lapse rate. Figure 18b illustrates the dissipation of the absorbed LWIR flux in the troposphere 

produced by an increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration. The small amount of heat that is 

produced at each level is coupled to the local air parcel and dissipated as wideband LWIR 

emission, mainly by the water bands. Any change in temperature is too small to measure (CR26).  

 

 
Figure 18: a) The energy transfer processes for a local tropospheric air parcel (in a plane-parallel 

atmosphere) and b) the dissipation of the absorbed heat from a ‘CO2 doubling’ by the normal tropospheric 

energy transfer processes (schematic). The wavelength specific increase in absorption in the CO2 P and R 

bands is dissipated as small changes in broadband LWIR emission and gravitational potential energy. 

 

Figure 19 shows the vertical velocity profile up to 2 km altitude in the turbulent surface boundary 

layer. This is from Doppler heterodyne LIDAR measurements recorded over 10 hours at the École 

Polytechnique, south of Paris, July 10th 2005 [Gibert et al, 2007]. The change in vertical velocity 

is ±2 m s-1. This is sufficient to overwhelm any changes in cooling from a ‘CO2 doubling’ as shown 

in Figure 17e. The LWIR radiative forcings produced by the increase in atmospheric concentration 

of ‘greenhouse gases’ cannot change the energy balance of the earth. 

 

 
Figure 19: Vertical velocity profile in the turbulent boundary layer recorded over 10 hours at the École 

Polytechnique, south of Paris, July 10th 2005 using Doppler heterodyne LIDAR. 
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Manabe’s group at NOAA, Hansen’s group at NASA and all of the climate modelers that copied 

them failed to perform any serious validation of the models that they were using. The number 

series of the average temperature profile generated by their models agreed with the number series 

obtained by averaging the measured data. This was deemed sufficient. The underlying assumptions 

were never questioned. Detailed measurements of the energy transfer processes at the land-air 

interface were available from the Great Plains Turbulence Field Program conducted from August 

1 to September 8, 1953 at O’Neill, Nebraska [Letteau and Davidson 1957a, 1957b]. Figure 20 

shows the measurement of the vertical velocity from the second observational period, August 13. 

These measurements were obtained by filming the drift of smoke puffs generated by dropping a 

magazine of smoke cartridges from a helicopter. When these measurements are combined with the 

radiosonde temperature profiles (see Figure 30 below), the turbulent temperature changes can be 

estimated. This invalidates the MW67 model. The small change in the daily rate of LWIR cooling 

produced by a ‘CO2 doubling’ cannot accumulate in the troposphere.  
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Figure 20: Vertical velocity profiles measured at O’Neill, Nebraska on August 13, 1953.   

 

The Coupling of the LWIR Flux to the Ocean Surface 

 

MW67 only considered atmospheric energy transfer. The ‘ground’ used in the MW67 model was 

a partially reflective blackbody surface with zero heat capacity. It was just a lower mathematical 

boundary to the radiative transfer model. The surface temperature was adjusted so that the LWIR 

flux emitted at the top of the model atmosphere (TOMA) matched the absorbed solar flux. Any 

energy imbalance at the surface was attributed to surface cooling by convection. This is illustrated 

in Figure 21 from MS64, Table 3. When the real energy transfer properties of the surface are 

considered, a very different picture emerges.  

 

 
 

Figure 21: 1-D RC climate model energy balance for fixed absolute humidity from Table 3, MS64. The 

average flux values are also shown in modern units, W m-2.  

 

Over the oceans, the surface is almost transparent to the solar flux. The diurnal temperature rise is 

small and the bulk ocean temperature increases until the water vapor pressure at the surface is 

sufficient for the excess absorbed solar heat to be removed by wind driven evaporation. The 
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sensible heat flux is usually small, less than 10 W m-2. The penetration depth of the LWIR flux 

into the ocean surface is less than 100 micron. This is illustrated in Figure 22 [Hale and Querry, 

1973]. The net LWIR flux, the wind driven evaporation or latent heat flux and the sensible heat 

flux are coupled together at the surface and should not be analyzed separately. The cooler water 

produced at the surface sinks and is replaced by warmer water from the bulk ocean below. This 

allows the evaporation to continue at night. Figure 23 shows the long term zonal average sensitivity 

of the latent heat flux to the wind speed. This is calculated from the long term zonal average ocean 

latent heat flux and wind speed data given by Yu et al [2008]. Over the ±30° latitude bands, the 

sensitivity is at least 15 W m-2/m s-1. The increase in downward LWIR flux to the surface produced 

by the observed 140 ppm increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration is approximately 2 W m-2 

[Harde, 2017]. Within the ±30° latitude bands, this is dissipated by an increase in wind speed near 

13 cm s-1. For comparison, the long term 1σ variation in wind speed along the equator, measured 

by the TRITON buoy network is near 2 m s-1 (CR23). The average annual increase in atmospheric 

CO2 concentration at present is near 2.4 ppm. This corresponds to an annual increase of 0.034 W 

m-2 in the downward LWIR flux to the surface which is dissipated by an increase in wind speed 

near 2 millimeters per second. Any change in ocean temperature produced by the current annual 

increase in the atmospheric CO2 concentration is therefore too small to measure.  

 

 
Figure 22: The penetration depth (99% absorption) of the LWIR flux into water a) below 3300 cm-1 and b) 

1200 to 200 cm-1. The locations of the main CO2 absorption bands and the overtones are indicated. 

 

 
Figure 23: The sensitivity of the ocean latent heat flux to the wind speed. 
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Figure 24 shows the hourly flux terms, surface and air temperatures, and related data recorded by 

the TRITON buoy moored on the equator at 165° E for 14 days starting March 1 2008 [TRITON, 

2021]. Figure 24a shows the solar flux and Figure 24b the surface and air temperatures. Figure 24c 

shows the latent heat flux, LH, the net IR flux, the sensible heat flux, SH and the total LH + net IR 

+ SH flux. Figure 24d shows the net flux, 24e the wind speed and 24f the relative humidity. The 

maximum, minimum and average values and the 1σ standard deviations for the data presented in 

Figure 24 are summarized in Table 1. There is no requirement for an exact flux balance between 

the absorbed solar flux and the surface cooling flux. Over the 14 day period shown here there was 

an average net heating flux into the ocean of 124 W m-2. Any small increase in the downward 

LWIR flux to the surface produced by an increase in greenhouse gas concentration is coupled to 

the total cooling flux at the surface and cannot have any effect on the bulk ocean temperature 

below. The cooling flux interacts with a surface layer that is approximately 100 micron (0.004 

inches) thick. Over an area of 1 square meter the initial interaction volume is 100 cm3.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 24: Hourly flux terms, surface and air temperatures, wind speed and relative humidity recorded from 

March 1 to March 14, 2008 by the TRITON buoy moored at the equator at a latitude of 165° E.  
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Table 1: Maximum, minimum and average values and 1σ standard deviations for the data presented in 

Figure 24.  

 

Based on the discussion in this section, any small increase in downward LWIR flux from the lower 

troposphere to the surface produced by an increase in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration 

cannot produce a measurable change in ocean surface temperature. The largest cooling term is the 

latent heat flux. This depends on the humidity gradient and the wind speed. The energy transfer 

processes that determine the ocean surface temperature are considered in more detail in CR23. 

 

The Coupling of the LWIR Flux to the Land Surface 

 

Over land, all of the flux terms are absorbed by a thin surface layer. The surface temperature 

initially increases after sunrise as the solar flux is absorbed. This establishes a thermal gradient 

with both the cooler air above and the subsurface ground layers below. The surface-air gradient 

drives the evapotranspiration and the subsurface gradient conducts heat below the surface during 

the first part of the day after sunrise. Later in the day, as the surface cools, the subsurface gradient 

reverses and the stored heat is returned to the surface. As the land and air temperatures equalize in 

the evening, the convection stops and the surface cools more slowly by net LWIR emission until 

after sunrise the following day. This convection transition temperature is reset each day by the 

local weather system passing through. Almost all of the absorbed solar heat is dissipated within 

the same diurnal cycle. The heat transfer is localized. The diurnal temperature change is limited to 

a shallow depth, typically 0.5 to 2 m, and the seasonal temperature variations may extend to 5 m 

below the surface (CR23) [Clark, 2013]. There are also characteristic phase shifts or time delays 

between the peak solar flux and the temperature response that are clear evidence of a non-

equilibrium thermal response. These are not a new discovery. The subsurface seasonal phase shift 

was described by Fourier in 1824 [Fourier, 1824]. The soil temperatures at depths from 0.5 to 80 

cm and the 2 m air temperature recorded at a monitoring site at O’Neill, Neb., August 13, 1953, 

are shown in Figure 25 [Lettau and Davidson 1957b]. The surface temperature phase shift, δt, is 

indicated. Below the surface, the temperature rise decreases and the phase shift increases with the 

depth. At the surface, the temperature rise is 22 °C. The surface air temperature rise at 1.5 m above 

the surface is 15 °C. There is almost no measurable diurnal phase shift below 50 cm depth. See 

CR23 for further discussion.  

 

SW Air T SST Lat Ht Net IR Sens Ht LH+NetIR+SH Net Heat Wsp RH

Max 1055 27.1 27.3 167 75 20 222 902 7.6 85.7

Min 0 26.1 26.8 46 15 -7 62 -222 4.2 77.5

Av 272 26.5 27.0 94 52 1 148 124 6.1 83.1

Stdev 350 0.23 0.15 20 10 3 25 351 0.59 1.80
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Figure 25: 2 m air temperature and subsurface temperatures measured at O’Neill, Neb., August 13, 1953. The 

temperature rise decreases and the time delay or phase shift relative to the peak solar flux increases with 

depth. 

 

The various flux terms interact with the surface and change the temperature at the land-air 

interface. However, the weather station temperature is the meteorological surface air temperature 

(MSAT) measured in a ventilated enclosure located at eye level, 1.5 to 2 m above the ground [Oke, 

2006]. In general, the minimum MSAT and the minimum surface temperature are similar, but the 

maximum surface temperature is larger than the maximum MSAT (CR23). The minimum and 

maximum temperatures are determined by different energy transfer processes. The minimum 

temperature is reset each day by the bulk surface air temperature of the local weather system 

passing through. The maximum surface temperature is set by the balance between the solar 

heating, the combined net LWIR flux and evapotranspiration (moist convection) and the 

subsurface thermal transport. The maximum MSAT is determined by the mixing of the warm air 

rising from the surface with the cooler air at the level of the MSAT thermometer. The important 

physical variables in the weather station temperature data are therefore the minimum MSAT and 

the ΔT or difference between the maximum and minimum MSAT. The average MSAT, (Tmax + 

Tmin)/2, has little useful meaning.  

 

To illustrate the normal variation in the MSAT record, the 1981 to 2010 30 year daily climate 

averages for the O’Neill, Neb. weather station #256290 are shown in Figure 26 [WRCC, 2022]. 

The 1σ standard deviations and the ΔT (Tmax - Tmin) values are also shown. There is a phase shift 

of approximately 30 days between the peak solar flux at summer solstice, day 172 and the peak 

seasonal temperature response. In addition, the ΔT values remain within the approximate range 

13.4 ±2 °C for the entire year while the temperature variation is ±10 °C. The 1 temperature 

standard deviations increase from approximately 4 °C in summer to 8 °C in winter.  
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Figure 26: 1981-2010 daily climate averages for O’Neill, Neb., Station #256290. The 1 σ standard deviations 

and the ΔT (Tmax -Tmin) are also shown. The seasonal phase shift, δt is indicated. 

 

There are three features in Figure 26 that require further consideration. First, the 1σ standard 

deviations are quite large. Second, the variation in ΔT is smaller than the changes in the max and 

min temperatures. Third, the seasonal phase shift is not produced locally.  

 

The 1 σ standard deviation range in the daily average temperatures is from ±3.4 to ±8.7 °C. The 

larger values occur at the beginning and end of the year when the temperatures are lower. As 

discussed in more detail CR23, convective cooling of the surface occurs during the day when the 

solar heated surface is warmer than the air temperature. Each evening there is a convective 

transition temperature at which the surface and surface air temperatures approximately equalize 

and the dominant cooling term becomes the net LWIR flux emitted into the LWIR transmission 

window. This transition temperature is reset each day by the local weather system passing through. 

The variation in transition temperature is similar to the variation in the minimum temperatures. 

The measured maximum and minimum temperatures and ΔT values from the 1953 O’Neill 

observation site weather station data are plotted in Figure 27a with the climate data from Figure 

26. The differences from the climate means are plotted in Figure 27b. The maximum difference is 

+8.8 °C for Sept 8. Second, the smaller variation in ΔT compared to the min and max temperatures 

shows that there is a control mechanism that regulates the daily temperature increase. The moist 

convection (evapotranspiration) or sensible and latent heat fluxes increase with the solar flux and 

the rate of surface cooling increases. The latent heat flux also depends on the available surface 

moisture. This is discussed in more detail in CR23. Third, the source of the phase shift is the 

convective transition temperature related to the weather systems passing through. Many of these 

weather systems are formed over the ocean and the bulk air temperature is influenced by the ocean 

temperature along the path of the weather system. The source of the seasonal phase shift is the 

ocean response to the solar flux. There are also longer term temperature fluctuations related to the 

ocean oscillations.  
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Figure 27: The maximum and minimum air temperatures and ΔT values from the O’Neill Test Site weather 

station data, plotted with the 1981-2010 30 year climate average data for O’Neill, Nebraska and b) deviations 

of the measured temperatures and delta temperatures from the climate averages shown in a). 

 

This analysis demonstrates that the day to day variation in surface temperatures is much larger 

than any change that can be produced by a doubling of the CO2 concentration. The period of record 

for the O’Neill weather station extends back at least to 1920, so the 1920 to 1950 climate data 

would have been available to M&W for model validation.  

 

The Fixed Relative Humidity Assumption and ‘Water Vapor Feedback’ 

 

The fixed relative humidity (RH) distribution used in MW67 is based on average hemispherical 

planetary values as shown in Figure 28a (MW76, figure 3). Most of the model calculations were 

performed using this linear RH distribution with a surface RH (h*) of 77%. The vertical 

distributions of radiative equilibrium temperature when the surface RH is changed to 20, 50 and 

100% are shown in Figure 28b (MW67, figure 11). The average relative humidity distribution used 

in MW67 is a mathematical construct that gives a reasonable match to average data for the 

atmospheric temperature profile. M&W made no attempt to validate their model using any thermal 

engineering analysis of the surface energy transfer. They did not understand that the diurnal and 

seasonal changes in temperature and humidity were sufficiently large that the changes in average 

LWIR flux and temperature in their model produced by changes in the CO2 concentration were 

too small to measure.   

 

As shown above in Figure 13c, almost all of the downward LWIR flux to the surface is emitted 

within the first 2 km layer of the troposphere and approximately half of this comes from within 

the first 100 m layer. An altitude of 2 km corresponds to an atmospheric pressure near 800 mb. 

Near the surface, both the relative and absolute humidity can change during the diurnal cycle. 

Figure 29 shows the humidity changes recorded at the O’Neill, Nebraska test site during the second 

observational period, August 13 to 14, 1953 related to the temperature changes shown in Figure 

25 above. The RH decreased from approximately 65% at 6:30 am to 35% at 4:30 pm and then 

increased to approximately 70% by 2:30 am the following morning. The absolute humidity 

increased from about 14 mb at 2:30 am to 20 mb at 12:30 pm and decreased back near 15 mb by 

00:30 am the following morning. Figure 30 shows the radiosonde data, temperature (°C) and 
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relative humidity (%) vs pressure (mb) recorded at O’Neill during the second observation period. 

The calculated water vapor concentration (mb) derived from the temperature and RH data is also 

plotted. These data illustrate the variability in temperature and humidity during the day. The RH 

range is between 20 and 80%. Any small increase in temperature produced by an increase in 

downward LWIR flux to the surface from an increase in CO2 concentration will be too small to 

measure in the normal variation of the diurnal and seasonal temperature and humidity.   

 

 
Figure 28: a) The humidity distribution used in MW67 and b) changes in the surface temperature and 

atmospheric temperature profile produced by changing the surface humidity h* in the MW67 model. 

 

 
Figure 29: a) relative humidity, % and b) absolute humidity, mb recorded at O’Neill, Nebraska, August 14 - 

14, 1953.  
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Figure 30: Radiosonde data, temperature (°C) and relative humidity (%) vs pressure (mb) recorded during 

the second observation period. The calculated water vapor concentration (mb) is also shown. 

 

The surface in MW67 was a partially reflective blackbody surface with zero heat capacity. It was 

simply the lower boundary to the radiative transfer calculation. As the surface temperature 

increased, the imposed relative humidity profile created an increase in the absolute water vapor 

concentration. This led to an increase in the downward LWIR flux from water vapor that in turn 

created a feedback by increasing the surface temperature and amplifying the CO2 warming. This 

is simply an artifact of the steady state model. When the time dependent surface energy transfer is 

introduced, a different picture emerges.  

 

This may be illustrated by considering the Grasslands data set described in CR23. This is a year 

of temperature and flux data recorded at an advanced AmeriFlux monitoring site located in 

Limestone Canyon Regional Park, near Irvine, S. California in 2008. The complete data set 

consisted of half hour averages of 17 parameters: friction velocity, air temperature, wind direction, 

wind speed, CO2 flux, H2O flux, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, CO2 concentration, H2O 

concentration, incoming photosynthetic active radiation, reflected photosynthetic active radiation, 

incoming global solar radiation, reflected global solar radiation, relative humidity, precipitation 

and net radiation. The maximum and minimum daily air temperatures and the 8 day satellite 

average min/max skin (surface) temperatures for the year are shown in Figure 31. The various 

temperature spikes through the year are caused by the transition from coastal onshore winds to 

desert offshore winds with a decrease in humidity and an increase in air temperatures from 

downslope wind effects. The heating is caused by air compression as the dry air descends ~1 km 
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from the desert to the coast. The minimum surface and air temperatures are similar, but the 

maximum surface temperature is higher than the maximum air temperature. The surface 

temperature also increases with the air temperature, although the surface temperatures are 8 day 

averages that do not change as fast as the air temperatures.  

 

 
Figure 31: Daily maximum and minimum air temperatures and 8 day average surface temperatures for 2008 

Grasslands data set. Some of the temperature spikes caused by downslope wind effects are indicated by the 

arrows. 

 

Figure 32a shows the full air temperature data set and Figure 32b shows the relative humidity. This 

varies from less than 10% to over 90%. The upper limit is set by the instrument. The temperature 

spikes from the offshore flow indicated in Figure 31 are also shown in Figures 32a and 32b. 

Inspection shows that they correspond to periods of low humidity. Although such numbers have 

little physical meaning, the annual average temperature is 17.2 ± 6.5 °C and the annual average 

humidity is 55 ± 27.5 %.  

 

 
Figure 32: a) The full Grasslands 2008 half hour air temperature and b) the relative humidity record  

 

Changes in humidity and cloud cover alter the net LWIR cooling flux emitted by the surface into 

the LWIR atmospheric transmission window. The magnitude of the net LWIR flux increases with 
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decreasing humidity and decreases with increasing humidity and cloud cover. The average daily 

night time net LWIR fluxes for 2008 are shown in Figure 33. The high values for the net LWIR 

flux are characteristic of offshore flow conditions associated with strong downslope winds known 

as Santa Ana winds. The low values indicate cloud cover or a marine layer over the measurement 

site. The annual average is 44 ±16 W m-2 (1σ standard deviation).  

 

 
Figure 33: The average daily nighttime net LWIR flux recorded at the Grasslands Site. 

 

Most rainfall in S. California occurs during the winter months. The vegetation then dries out over 

the summer leading to increased fire risk during offshore flow conditions. The cumulative daily 

latent heat fluxes for daytime and nighttime conditions are shown in Figure 34a. The ratio of the 

latent heat flux to the solar flux is shown in Figure 34b. Almost all of the evaporation occurs during 

the day. The peak latent heat flux occurs in March as the soil and vegetation dry out after the winter 

rains. The maximum value of the latent heat flux is 6 MJ m-2 day-1 and the maximum fraction of the 

solar flux converted to latent heat is near 0.4.  

 

 
Figure 34: a) Cumulative daily latent heat flux for daytime and nighttime conditions and b) ratio of the 

daytime latent heat flux to the solar flux. 

 

A doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration from 280 to 560 ppm produces a decrease in 

LWIR flux at TOA of approximately 3.7 W m-2 [IPCC, 2013] and a similar increase in flux from 

the lower troposphere to the surface. Since 1800, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 has 
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increased by approximately 140 ppm from 280 to 420 ppm. This has produced a decrease in flux 

at TOA of about 2 W m-2 with a similar increase in the downward LWIR flux to the surface. The 

increase in CO2 concentration is shown in figure 35a [Keeling, 2023]. The changes in upward 

LWIR flux at TOA and the downward LWIR flux to the surface are illustrated in Figure 35b 

[Harde, 2017]. At present, the increase in average atmospheric CO2 concentration is near 2.4 ppm 

per year and the corresponding increase in downward flux to the surface is approximately 0.034 

W m-2 per year. There is also a seasonal fluctuation near 8 ppm per year. 

 

 
Figure 35: a) The increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration from 1800 (Keeling curve) and b) Calculated 

changes in atmospheric LWIR flux produced by an increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration from 0 to 760 

ppm. 

 

In MW67, a doubling of the atmospheric CO2 concentration from 300 to 600 ppm produced an 

increase in equilibrium surface temperature for clear sky of 2.9 °C. There are two errors in this 

calculation. First, the initial increase in surface temperature is a mathematical artifact of the steady 

state calculation. Second, there is no ‘water vapor feedback’. How can an annual increase in 

downward LWIR flux of 0.034 W m-2 have any effect on the temperatures shown in Figures 31 

and 32a? How can this small change in flux be detected in the variation of the downward LWIR 

flux shown in Figure 33? The latent heat flux is a cooling flux. There is no equilibrium. As shown 

in Figure 34, the latent heat flux reaches a peak near 6 MJ m-2 per day (70 W m-2) near the spring 

equinox and decreases to much lower values in the fall as the ground and the vegetation dry out. 

The water vapor molecules that carry the latent heat flux are removed from the surface air layer 

by convection.  

 

The Time Marching or Integration Error 

 

The time integration error in MW67 is illustrated in Figure 36 (adapted from MW67 Figure 2). 

When the CO2 concentration is doubled, the maximum change in the tropospheric cooling rate is 

+0.08 K (Ackerman, 1979, Iacono et al, 2008. As discussed above in connection with Figures 17 

through 20, this small change in tropospheric temperature is too small to measure and cannot 

accumulate over time. In addition, there can be no temperature amplification from a ‘water vapor 

feedback’. 
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Figure 36: The time marching or integration procedure used in the MW67 model.  When the CO2 

concentration is increased, the change in temperature for the integration is too small to detect in the real 

atmosphere and does not accumulate over time. In addition, there can be ‘water vapor feedback’. 

 

M&W used the same time integration procedure in MW75, so the increase in temperature produced 

by a doubling of the CO2 concentration in their ‘highly simplified’ GCM is a mathematical artifact 

of the calculation.  The model also required a year of model time to approach equilibrium.  This is 

shown in Figure 37 (MW75 figures 5 and 3). H76 and H81 also used the invalid MW67 time 

marching algorithm.   

 

 
Figure 37:  a) The mathematical artifacts generated by a ‘CO2 doubling’ in MW75 and b) the time to reach 

model equilibrium.  
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Conclusions 

 

The radiative transfer algorithms used in the MW67 model were quite good, considering the 

available spectroscopic data and the limited computer resources available in 1967. Unfortunately, 

M&W chose to use the equilibrium climate assumption and incorporated their radiative transfer 

algorithms into a steady state climate model. When the CO2 concentration was increased in this 

model, the slight heating produced at each iteration in the model was allowed to accumulate and 

change the temperature. These mathematical artifacts were also amplified by the relative humidity 

assumption imposed on the air layers.  The much larger diurnal and seasonal temperature changes 

were ignored. In the real atmosphere, these would overwhelm any ‘CO2 signal’. There was no 

attempt to validate the model temperature calculations using measured flux and temperature data 

even though such data were available, for example from the Great Plains Turbulence Field 

Program. The role of the oceans in setting the surface temperature and the coupling of the ocean 

surface temperatures to the weather station data through the daily convective transition 

temperature were never considered. The obvious time delays or phase shifts between the peak 

daily and seasonal solar insolation and the temperature response were ignored. M&W created the 

equilibrium climate fantasy land where climate modelers could play computer games and solve 

mathematical equations that had nothing to do with the earth’s climate. The invalid time marching 

of integration procedure used in MW67 was also used in MW75, H76 and H81.  These four papers 

provided the foundation of the climate fraud that continues today on a massive scale. 
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